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Introduction

Goal 12 in United Nation sustainable development goals 
(UNSDGs) clearly has put in place an ambitious target to significantly 
reduce generation of the waste by reusing and or recycling by 2030. 
Application of waste material in improvement of the soil behaviour 
has been investigated since many years ago [1-5]. The blast furnace 
slag (BFS), fibre, tyre, and fly ash (FA), sawdust is some of by 
product that remain from different manufacturing industries and 
have successfully been utilized in ground improvement studies [6-
12]. As an example, fly ash (FA) is remained from burning coals in 
electrical power plants. This by product has a strong pozzolanic 
characteristics that can be mixed with Portland cement (PC) 
and lime to increase soil strength during the time. For instance, 
Fernández-Pereira [13] investigated effect of addition of fly ash 
in improvement of the brick strength and reported that addition 
of up to 20% fly ash in production of brick is effective to improve 
strength of the bricks made from clay. Similar results were reported 
by Olgun [14, 15] amongst others. 

Blast furnace slag (BFS) is another example of the by-products 
that remains from steel manufacturing industry. For instance, Cokca 
[16] investigated effect of two types of slags in reducing swelling 
behaviour of clay and indicated they can be utilized successfully 
if use in percentages of 5% to 25%. In a similar study, Yi [17]. 
compared two types of slag when mixed with cement and clay on 
stabilization of the soil. They indicated that generation of hydration 
products promoted by addition of slag and this enhanced soil 
strength. Similar results were reported by Kukko [18]. Now adays, 
a huge number of tyres are dumping in landfills. Dumping tyres in 
landfills may be along with generation of hazardous leachate during 
the time. Previous ground improvement studies also have shown 
an effective usage of recycled tyres in crumbed, shredded, and 
powdered forms. As an example, Cabalar [19] investigated effect 
of addition of buffing tyre and lime in clay stabilization. They used 
California bearing ratio (CBR) testing and indicated that addition of 
tyre mixed with lime can be helpful in reducing pavement thickness 
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Abstract

The sustainable development goals (SDGs) were agreed by 195 nations on United Nation (UN) climate change conference in Paris 2015. The 
agreement was about climate actions to reduce the global warming and reinforcing countries strengths in dealing with climate change phenomenon 
by means of 17 goals. Researchers and engineers can have a significant contribution in successfulness of the Paris agreement. In particular, ground 
improvement in geotechnical engineering can have an effective role in promoting goal 12 of the UN SDGs to ensure sustainable consumption and 
production pattern. One of the key targets for this goal is substantially reduction of the waste production by means of recycling and reuse by 2030. 
Given the increasing trend of the world’s population, as such, the production and consumption rates have an increasing trend which makes achieving 
this goal so challenging. Some manufacturing industries generate by-products in addition to their end-products that usually dump in landfills or 
occasionally reuse. Many of these by-products have a pozzolanic characteristics that can be used in combination with cement or lime. The materials 
such as fly ash (FA), blast furnace slag (BFS) are some of these materials. This mini review highlights application of some of these by products in 
tackling goal 12 of the United Nation sustainable development goals.
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as this enhances the CBR value. Similarly, Pelisser [13] investigated 
geotechnical characteristics of the recycled tyre (as a replacement 
for sand) admixed with PC helps in production of the lightweight 
concrete with lesser cement that has an acceptable compressive 
strength. Similar results were reported by Shibi & Kamei [20]. 
Textile and fibre industry are another industry that produces a 
significant amount of waste every year. Ground improvement 
researchers have successfully utilized fibre in improvement of the 
soil behaviour. For instance, Fatahi [21] investigated effect of fibre 
addition shear strength of cemented clay and indicated that this 
is effective to enhance these characteristics of soil. Similar studies 
performed by [15,22-24] similar results were reported. 

Conclusion

The defined 17 United Nation sustainable development goals 
are a framework is a climate action to address the global warming 
phenomenon. The goal 12 clearly indicates that generation of the 
waste should significantly be reduced by reusing and recycling of the 
waste by 2030. To address this global target, ground improvement 
projects can have a substantial contribution by finding innovative 
and by-products material that can be mixed along with traditional 
stabilizers such as Portland cement (PC) and lime in improvement 
of soil. This helps reduction of the production of these expensive 
agents as well as reuse of waste materials and helping to reduce 
global warming issue. This study highlighted application of some of 
the most used by-product in ground improvement studies. The by-
products such as fly ash, blast furnace slag, tyre, sawdust, and fibre 
are some of the most useful by-products that successfully have been 
used in ground improvement projects.
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Figure 2: Passenger performance in Taipei MRT carriages.
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